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ABSTRACT 

 
Long Term Evolution (LTE) is defined by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standards as 

Release 8/9. The LTE supports at max 20 MHz channel bandwidth for a carrier. The number of LTE users 

and their applications are increasing, which increases the demand on the system BW. A new feature of the 

LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) which is defined in the 3GPP standards as Release 10/11 is called Carrier 

Aggregation (CA), this feature allows the network to aggregate more carriers in-order to provide a higher 

bandwidth. Carrier Aggregation has three main cases: Intra-band contiguous, Intra-band non-contiguous, 

Inter-band contiguous. In addition to the Carrier Aggregation feature, LTE-A supports Heterogeneous 

Networks (HetNets). HetNets consists of a mix of macro-cells, remote radio heads, and low power nodes 

such as pico-cells, and femto-cells. HetNets allow cellular network operators to support higher data traffic 

by offloading it to a smaller cells such as femto-cells. The aim of this paper is to evaluate the Quality of 

Service (QoS) performance of the Modified Largest Weighted Delay First (MLWDF), the Exponential Rule 

(Exp-Rule), and the Logarithmic Rule (Log-Rule) scheduling algorithms while offloading 50% of the 

macro-cell's traffic to five femto-cells, 100% of the macro-cell's traffic to five femto-cells, 100% of the 

macro-cell's traffic to ten femto-cells, and to compare it with the case in-which traffic offloading is not 

applied. The QoS performance evaluation is based on the system's average throughput, Packet Loss Rate 

(PLR), average packet delay, and fairness among users. The LTE-Sim-5 with modifications is used in the 

simulation process. Simulation results show that offloading 100% of the Macro-cell's traffic to five femto-

cells had the highest maximum throughput, and the best PLR values especially when using the Log-Rule, 

in-which using it maintained the PLR values around 0.15 despite increasing the number of users. The least 

average packet delay was achieved when offloading 100% of the Macro-cell's traffic to ten femto-cells, the 

delay dropped to below 5 ms. The fairness indicators for the three scheduling algorithms while traffic 

offloading was applied fluctuated in a linear way between a range of values of 0.7 and 0.9. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
 

The LTE was introduced as an evolution to the Universal Mobile Telecommunication Systems 

(UMTS) to provide cellular network users with high data rates in both the uplink and downlink 

direction, decreased latency, and good spectrum utilization [1]. The spectrum utilization could be 

achieved by the use of the right scheduling algorithm that meets with the environment's 
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conditions and the users' requirements demands. There are many scheduling algorithms that exist 

in the literature that are used in the LTE scheduling process. These algorithms can be classified in 

five main groups: channel-unaware, channel-aware/QoS-unaware, channel-aware/QoS, semi-

persistent for VoIP support, and energy-aware [2]. When the number of users and their 

applications increases, such as video-streaming and video-conferencing, this requires higher data 

rates and decreased latency, which declines the service that the LTE provides to its users. This 

challenge of providing a reliable service up to the users' requirements demands can not be solved 

entirely by choosing the right scheduling algorithm, because the performance of these scheduling 

algorithms is bounded by the existing LTE capabilities, such as the system's bandwidth. The LTE 

supports at max 20 MHz channel bandwidth. However, the LTE-A can support more channel 

bandwidth according to the release as specified in the 3GPP's technical specifications. In Release 

10 (R10), the maximum aggregated bandwidth is 40MHz. And it is also 40MHz in Release 11 

(R11), but with much more CA configurations [3]. The use of CA is not the only approach that 

cellular network operators follow to provide higher data bit rates to their users. Cellular network 

operators offload their users' traffic in dense urban environments to smaller cells such as pico-

cells and femto-cells which are supported by the LTE and LTE-A networks. This approach of 

operating various formats of cells, radio access technologies, and combining them in a seamless 

way raised the concept of Heterogeneous Networks (HetNet) [4]. This motivated the work of this 

paper, which is an extension to a previous work in [5], in-which the Intra-band contiguous case of 

the CA was implemented by modifying the LTE-Sim-5, then the QoS performance of a three 

Channel-aware/QoS-aware scheduling algorithms was evaluated for video-applications over 

LTE/LTE-A in the Down-Link (DL) direction. The extension in this work relies in evaluating the 

performance of the same three scheduling algorithms, the Modified Largest Weighted Delay First 

(MLWDF), the Exponential Rule (Exp-Rule), and the Logarithmic Rule (Log-Rule) in an LTE-A 

HetNets layout using CA in the DL direction while different serving scenarios of traffic 

offloading are applied. 

 

The structure of this paper is as follows: in section 2, we explained the LTE network architecture. 

In section 3, we explained the carrier aggregation. In section 4, we explained the LTE-A 

heterogeneous networks. In section 5, we explained the LTE scheduling algorithms which we 

evaluated in this paper. In section 6, we explained the simulation environment and listed its 

parameters. In section 7, we used the simulation results to measure the QoS parameters which we 

displayed in line charts and then analysed. In the last section, we provided a concluding remarks. 

 

2. LTE NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 
 

The LTE network architecture can be divided into two main parts: the Radio Access Network 

(RAN), and the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) as in Figure 1. The RAN consists of an Evolved 

NodeB (eNodeB) and User Equipment (UE). The eNodeB is the connection point for the UE with 

the core network. It hosts the PHYsical (PHY), Medium Access Control (MAC), Radio Link 

Control (RLC), and Packet Data Control Protocol (PDCP) layers that include the functionality of 

user-plane header-compression and encryption. It also offers Radio Resource Control (RRC) 

functionality that corresponds to the control plane. Scheduling, admission control, and radio 

resource management are also performed in the eNodeB. The EPC part consists of five main 

components: the Policy Control and Charging Rules Function (PCRF), the Home Subscriber 

Server (HSS), the PDN-Gateway (P-GW), the Serving Gateway (S-GW), and the Mobility 

Management Entity (MME). The PCRF is a logical node that is responsible for policy control 

decision-making, and controlling the flow-based charging functionalities in the Policy Control 

Enforcement Function (PCEF) which is being hosted at the P-GW. It also decides how a certain 

data flow will be treated in the PCEF by providing the QoS authorization, QoS class 

identification, and determine the bit rates in accordance with the user's subscription profile. The 
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HSS is the database of the LTE network, it contains all the users' subscription QoS profile, 

information about the Packet Data Networks (PDNs) in-which the user can connect to, dynamic 

information that relates the identity of the MME to which the user is currently attached or 

registered to, and it may also integrate the Authentication Center (AuC) that generates the vectors 

for authentication and security keys. The P-GW is the gateway which is responsible for QoS 

enforcement for Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) bearers, flow-based charging according to rules from 

the PCRF, and the allocation of IP addresses to users. In addition it filters user's IP packets into 

different QoS-based bearers based on Traffic Flow Templates (TFTs). It also serves as the 

mobility anchor for inter-working with non-3GPP networks such as WiMAX and WiFi. The S-

GW is the gateway that serves as the local mobility anchor for the data bearers while users are 

moving between eNodeBs, in which all their IP packets are transferred through it. It temporarily 

buffers user's downlink data when it is in the idle state, while the MME initiates paging of the UE 

to re-establish the bearers. It performs administrative functions in the visited network such as 

collecting information for charging and legal interception. It also serves as the mobility anchor for 

inter-working with 3GPP networks such as General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and Universal 

Mobile Telecommunication Systems (UMTS). The MME is the main node in the EPC, it 

manages the Authentication and Security, the subscription profile and service connectivity of 

users. It is responsible for all the mobility management tasks such as inter eNodeBs handovers, 

inter MMEs handovers, and it keeps a track of the location of all users [6]. 

 
Figure 1. LTE network architecture 

 

3. CARRIER AGGREGATION  
 

The 3GPP Release 8/9 supports at max 20 MHz channel bandwidth for a carrier. The issue of 

supporting more bandwidth for a carrier seems to be a straight forward solution to support more 
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data rate. Hence the concept of carrier aggregation was introduced where multiple carriers of 20 

MHz (or less) would be aggregated for the same UE. Figure 2 shows the principle of carrier 

aggregation [7]. 
 

 
Figure 2. The principle of carrier aggregation 

 

Carrier aggregation in the downlink and uplink are entirely independent as long as the number of 

uplink carriers cannot exceed the number of downlink carriers. Each aggregated carrier is called a 

Component Carrier (CC). 3GPP defined three types of allocation that meets different operator’s 

spectrum scenarios: Intra-band contiguous, Intra and Inter-band non-contiguous as Figure 3 

shows [8]. 

 

 
Figure 3. Carrier aggregation cases 

 

4. LTE-A HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS (HETNETS)  

 

Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets) consists of a mix of macro-cells, remote radio heads, and low 

power nodes such as pico-cells, and femto-cells. Macro-cells are basically an eNodeB that 

provide coverage to few kilo-meters, it provide an open public access and guaranteed minimum 

data rate under a maximum tolerable delay, it uses a dedicated backhaul, and it emits up to 46 

dBm. Remote Radio Head (RRH) are compact-size, high-power and low-weight units, which are 
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mounted outside the conventional macro-cell's base station, and connected to it through a fibre 

optic cable to create a distributed base station, in-which the central macro-cell's base station is in 

charge of controlling and baseband signal processing, moving some radio circuitry into the 

remote antenna. The use of RRHs eliminates the power losses in the antenna cable and reduces 

the power consumption. Pico-cells are low power eNodeB that provide coverage to around 300 

meters, they are usually deployed in a centralized way with the same backhaul and access features 

as macro-cells, they are deployed in outdoor or indoor coverage, and they emits power up to 23 to 

30 dBm. Femto-cells are also known as home base stations, they are data access point that are 

installed indoors to get better coverage and capacity gain which makes its deployment an 

attractive choice [9]. The better coverage is provided due to the short distance between the 

transmitter and the receiver “about 50 meters at max” which reduces the power consumption. And 

the better capacity gain is obtained from achieving higher Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio 

(SINR), and from the dedicated base stations to its users [10].  

 

The main challenges that rises in the deployment of femto-cells are; interference coordination and 

mobility handover. The interference occurs when both the femto-cell and the macro-cell are 

operating on the same frequency. However, LTE-A provide techniques to coordinate the 

interference, such as backhaul-based coordination, sub-band scheduling, dynamic 

orthogonalization and adaptive fractional frequency re-use [11].  

 

Regarding the interference coordination challenge, and according to [12], Resource Blocks (RBs) 

can be shared among several femto-cell users simultaneously, however they can't be shared 

among macro-cell users. This is because the RBs are orthogonal to each other in the case of 

macro-cell, this means that there is no need for the interference coordination among macro-cell 

users. However, in the case where femto-cells are present, the RBs which are being used by 

femto-cells are not orthogonal to the ones used in the macro-cell, so interference coordination is 

needed among those users. There are two coordination approaches; the inter-tier and intra-tier 

interference coordination. In the case of the inter-tier interference coordination approach, the 

allocation of RBs between the macro-cell and femto-cell users are always orthogonal. The RB 

that is assigned to a macro-cell user is not applicable to be reused. The RBs that could be reused 

are the ones that are assigned to femto-cell users. In the case of intra-tier interference 

coordination strategy, it is needed only for the femto-tier where two floor models are considered; 

the inter-floor and the intra-floor models. In the case of inter-floor modelling, a group of RBs are 

reserved for the fairness improvement of macro-cell user, then the remaining RBs are equally 

divided into two groups. Each RB group is assigned to femto-cell users of the alternate floors. In 

the case of intra-floor modeling, femto-cell user can only reuse a RB that is served by another 

femto-cell user when its femto-cell user’s serving femto-cell base station is non-adjacent to the 

already assigned femto-cell user’s serving femto-cell base station. The femto-cells' base stations 

must be at least 10 meters apart in-order for the RB to be reused, irrespective of the femto-cell 

base station locations in the same floor. 

 

One of the most important technical additions that improved the HetNets is the introduction of the 

Coordinated Multi-Point Transmission/Reception (CoMP) in LTE-A. Since HetNets aim to 

improve the spectral efficiency per unit area using a mixture of macro, micro, pico, and femto-

cells' base stations. The goal with CoMP is to further minimize inter-cell interference for cells 

that are operating on the same frequency [13]. 

 

Regarding the mobility handover challenge, it occurs frequently because the femto-cell coverage 

area is small, so there will be lots of handovers from the femto-cell to the macro-cell “out-bound 

mobility” or from the macro-cell to the femto-cell “in-bound mobility” or between the femto-cell 

themselves, and it is important to provide a seamless connectivity during these handovers. Two 

main issues makes the femto-cell mobility a challenge; one issue relies in the fact that femto-cells 
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are not directly connected to the LTE core network “more specifically to the Mobility 

Management Entity (MME) that coordinates mobility procedures”, which will result in a high 

signalling delays. And the other issue relies in supporting features such as Selected IP Traffic 

Offload (SIPTO) [11]. 

 

A basic model that represent the LTE-A HetNets which consists of a macro-cell and a femto-cell, 

and how they are connected to the LTE core network is shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. LTE-A HetNets   

 

5. LTE SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS 
 

The LTE scheduling algorithms that were studied in this paper are: the Modified Largest 

Weighted Delay First (MLWDF), the Logarithmic Rule Algorithm (Log-Rule), and the 

Exponential Rule Algorithm (Exp-Rule). In all these algorithms the Proportional Fairness (PF) 

scheduler is used in-order to achieve channel awareness, which makes a trade-off between users' 

fairness and spectrum efficiency [2]. It schedule users in a fair way by taking into account both 

the experienced channel state and the past data rate when assigning radio resources. It aims to 

obtain satisfying throughput and at the same time, guarantee fairness among flows. The equation  

that users are selected based on is [14]: 

 
Where ri(t) is the achievable data rate according to the instantaneous channel quality of user i at t-

th TTI, and Ri(t) is the average data rate of user i over a time window, and it is calculated based 

on the following equation [14]: 
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Where β is a variable ranging from 0 to 1. 

5.1. Modified Largest Weighted Delay First (MLWDF)  
 

The MLWDF scheduling algorithm is designed to support multiple real time data users by taking 

into account their different QoS requirements. For example, in the case of video services, the 

instantaneous channel variations and delays are taken into account. It tries to balance the 

weighted delays of packets and to utilize the knowledge about the channel state efficiently. It 

chooses user j at time t based on the following equation [15]: 

 
 

Where µi(t) is the data rate corresponding to user i's channel state at time t, µi(t) is the mean data 

rate supported by the channel, Wi(t) is the HOL packet delay and αi > 0, i = 1, ... , N are weights 

that represent the required level of QoS.  

 

The MLWDF's delay is bounded by the Largest Weighted Delay First (LWDF) scheduler. The 

LWDF metric is based on the system parameter, representing the acceptable probability for the i-

th user, in which a packet is dropped due to deadline expiration, and this metric is calculated  

 

based on the following equation [2]: 

 

Where αi is calculated based on the following equation: 

 

The MLWDF is also expressed in terms of the PF scheduler as: 

             

5.2. Logarithmic Rule Algorithm (LOG-Rule) 
 

The delay of this scheduling algorithm is bounded by the following logarithmic equation [2]: 
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Where αi, bi, c are tunable parameters, and the spectral efficiency for the i-th user on the k-th sub-

channel is represented by: 
 

 

 

5.3. Exponential Rule Algorithm (Exp-Rule) 
 

The delay of this scheduling algorithm is bounded by the following Exponential equation [2]: 

 

6. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT   
 

The simulation environment had four different serving scenarios that are based on three network-

layouts. The first network-layout consists of one macro-cell, the second network-layout consists 

of one macro-cell and five femto-cells, the third network-layout consists of one macro-cell and 

ten femto-cells. The first serving scenario is based on the first network-layout in-which all the 

users are served by the macro-cell base station “to represent the case in-which traffic offloading is 

not applied”. The second serving scenario is based on the second network-layout, in-which half of 

the users are served by the macro-cell base station, and the other half is served by the five femto-

cells base stations “to represent the case of offloading 50% of the macro-cell's traffic to five 

femto-cells”. The third serving scenario is also based on the second network-layout, but in this 

scenario all the users are served by the five femto-cells base stations “to represent the case of 

offloading 100% of the macro-cell's traffic to five femto-cells”. The last serving scenario is based 

on the third network-layout in-which all the users are served by the ten femto-cells base stations 

“to represent the case of offloading 100% of the macro-cell's traffic to ten femto-cells”. The 

bandwidth was 40MHz “to represent the LTE-A bandwidth with the use of CA”, and each 

transmitter had a 40MHz BW. The total number of users was varied from 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 

180. The video bit-rate was constant at 440Kbps. More detailed parameters of this simulation are 

listed in Table 1. 
 Table 1.  Simulation Parameters. 

 

Parameter Value 

Simulator LTE-Sim-5 

Simulation time 20 sec 

Scheduling algorithms Exp-Rule, Log-Rule, MLWDF 

Macro-cell transmitter eNodeB 

Femto-cell transmitter Home eNodeB 

Cell radius 1 Km 

Macro-cell transmitter power 43dBm, equally distributed among sub-channels 

Femto-cell transmitter power 20 dBm, equally distributed among sub-channels 

Frequency re-use factor 1 

Frame structure FDD 
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Carrier frequency 2120, 2130 MHz 

Bandwidth 2130-2110=20, 2150-2110=40 MHz 

Carrier aggregation case Inter-band contiguous 

Users’ distribution in the maco-cell Random 

Users' distribution among femto-cells Users are equally distributed among femto-cells 

Users' distribution in each femto-cell Random 

Total number of users 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180 

User speed 3 Km / h 

Traffic type Video 

Video Bit-rate 440 kbps 

Maximum delay 0.1 sec 

Environment Indoor urban environment 

Propagation model Macro urban channel realization 

 

7. SIMULATION RESULTS  

 

The LTE-Sim-5 [16] was used in this paper after modifying it to support the first case of the CA. 

Regarding the LTE-Sim-5 simulator, while it is in the process of simulating a scenario with a pre-

defined conditions, it takes into account both the signalling and data traffic. However, it only 

displays the data traffic in its traces. These data traffic traces are used to measure the QoS 

parameters, the system's average throughput, Packet Loss Rate (PLR), average packet delay, and 

fairness among users. These measurements are displayed in all the following figures by taking the 

number of users as its X-axis factor and the QoS parameter as the Y-axis factor. 

 

7.1. System's Average Throughput 
 

System's average throughput is defined as the amount of the total received packets for all users 

per second. The system's average throughput over the four LTE-A network-layouts are displayed 

in Figure 5. According to the obtained results that are displayed in Figure 5, increasing the 

number of users will increase the system's average throughput until it reaches its maximum value. 

This increase is due to transmitting more data from the eNodeB or HeNodeBs to the new added 

users. The maximum value of the system's average throughput differs based on the system's 

capabilities. 

 

According to the obtained results that are displayed in the upper right of Figure 5, offloading 50% 

of the macro-cell's traffic to five femto-cells resulted in a similar system's average throughput 

performance of what it was before the traffic offloading was applied, this similar performance 

remained in effect until the number of users reached 120 UE. At this point, in the case where 

traffic offloading was not applied, the average throughput started to decline because the system 

started to reach to its maximum throughput. However, this decline started to take place after the 

number of users exceeded 150 UEs in the case of offloading 50% of the macro-cell's traffic to 

five femto-cells indicating that the system is starting to reach to its maximum throughput. The 

decline after the number of users exceeded 150 UEs in the offloading case indicates an increase in 

the system's maximum throughput. At this serving scenario, the three scheduling algorithms 

showed similar fluctuating performance, but with a slight drop for the Log-Rule after the number 

of users reached 150 UE. 

 

According to the obtained results that are displayed in the lower left of Figure 5, offloading 100% 

of the macro-cell's traffic to five femto-cells resulted in a slight drop of the system's  average 

throughput performance of what it was before the traffic offloading was applied. This slight drop 

of performance remained in effect until the number of users reached 120 UE. At this  point, the 

increase of the system's average throughput kept on the same rate in the case were 100% of the 
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macro-cell's traffic was offloaded. Indicating that the maximum throughput will even go higher 

than in the case of offloading 50% of the macro-cell's traffic, which makes this serving scenario a 

good choice in terms of achieving a higher maximum throughput. At this third serving scenarios' 

condition the three scheduling algorithms showed a similar fluctuating performance.  

 

According to the obtained results that are displayed in the lower right of Figure 5, offloading 

100% of the macro-cell's traffic to ten femto-cells resulted in a 10% – 15% drop of the system's  

average throughput performance of what it was before the traffic offloading was applied. This 

drop took place for all over the scenario of different number of users. At this fourth serving 

scenario's conditions, the use of the EXP-Rule resulted in the least system's average throughput 

performance, but it was improved after the number of users reached 150 UE. 
 

 

Figure 5. System's Average Throughput over the four LTE-A network-layouts 
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7.2. Packet Loss Rate (PLR) 
 

Packet Loss Rate (PLR) is measured by dividing the difference between the total transmitted and 

received packets for all users over the total transmitted packets. The Packet Loss Rate over the 

four LTE-A network-layouts are displayed in Figure 6. 

 

According to the obtained results that are displayed in the upper right of Figure 6, offloading 50% 

of the macro-cell's traffic to five femto-cells affected the PLR values in a way that it fluctuated 

between 0.06 and 0.13 until the number of users reached 150 UE, it then started to increase, 

because the system started to reach its maximum throughput. At this serving scenario's 

conditions, the use of the Exp-Rule is a good choice in terms of PLR values with increasing the 

number of users. The Log-Rule showed the highest PLR, especially when the number of users 

exceeded 150 UE. 
 

 

 

 
Figure 6. PLR over the four LTE-A network-layouts 

 

According to the obtained results that are displayed in the lower left of Figure 6, offloading 100% 

of the macro-cell's traffic to five femto-cells affected the PLR values in a way that it fluctuated 

between 0.1 and 0.2 for all over the scenario of different number of users. This is the most 
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recommended serving scenario in terms of PLR values with increasing the number of users. And 

it is also recommended to use the Log-Rule in this serving scenario, because it showed more 

performance stability in terms of maintaining the values of the PLR close to 0.15 with  increasing 

the number of users. 
 
According to the obtained results that are displayed in the lower right of Figure 6, offloading 

100% of the macro-cell's traffic to ten femto-cells affected the PLR values in a way that it 

fluctuated between 0.15 and 0.3 for all over the scenario of different number of users. with the 

least performance stability for the Exp-Rule. 

 

7.3. Average Packet Delay 

 
The packet delay is the time that it takes a packet to travel from the source to its destination. It 

includes the propagation and waiting time of the packet. The Average Packet Delay is measured 

by dividing the sum of the total packet delays that were successfully received over the number of 

total packets. The use of the CA causes a significant beneficial reduction of the average packet 

delay. This is because it reduces the propagation time which is found by dividing the packet 

length by the link bandwidth. Also, it reduces the waiting time for the packets in the waiting 

queues at the eNodeB. The use of femto-cells has a very significant reduction on the propagation  

delay due to shortening the distance between the transmitter “HeNodeB” and the users 

“receivers”. The average packet delay over the four LTE-A network-layouts are displayed in 

Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Average Packet Delay over the four LTE-A network-layouts 
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According to the obtained results in the upper right of Figure 7, the Average packet delay dropped 

significantly when offloading 50% of the macro-cell's traffic to five femto-cells, its values 

dropped to half of what it were before the traffic offloading. At this serving scenario's conditions, 

the Log-Rule had the least average packet delay.   
 
According to the obtained results in the lower left of Figure 7, the Average packet delay dropped 

more significantly when offloading 100% of the macro-cell's traffic to five femto-cells, its values 

dropped to fifth of what it were before the offloading. At this serving scenario's conditions, the 

three scheduling algorithms showed similar fluctuating performance. 

 

According to the obtained results in the lower right of Figure 7, the Average packet delay dropped 

significantly when offloading 100% of the macro-cell's traffic to ten femto-cells, its values 

dropped to tenth of what it were before the offloading. At this serving scenario's conditions, the 

three scheduling algorithms showed similar fluctuating performance. 
 

7.4. Fairness 
 

Jain's fairness index is used in this paper to determine if the scheduling algorithms are distributing 

fair portions of the spectrum to the users. It is measured by the following equation [17]: 

 
Where rk denotes the throughput of user k. 

 

The Jain's fairness index for the three scheduling algorithms over the four LTE-A network-

layouts are displayed in Figure 8. 
 

 

Figure 8. Fairness Indicator over the four LTE-A network-layouts 
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According to the obtained results that are displayed in the upper left of Figure 8, the three 

scheduling algorithms showed similar fluctuating fairness when there was no traffic offloading, 

their fairness indicators started to drop polynomially when the number of users started to exceed 

90 UE until it reached a value of 0.9 when the number of users was 180 UE.  

 

According to the obtained results that are displayed in the upper right of Figure 8, when 50% of 

the macro-cell's traffic was offloaded to the five femto-cells, the fairness indicators for the three 

scheduling algorithms fluctuated between 0.85 and 0.95 until the number of users exceeded 150 

UEs. After that the fairness indicators started to drop because the system started to reach its 

maximum throughput.  

 

According to the obtained results that are displayed in the lower left of Figure 8, when 100% of 

the macro-cell's traffic was offloaded to five femto-cells, the fairness indicators of the three 

scheduling algorithms fluctuated between 0.75 and 0.9 for all over the scenarios of different 

number of users.  

 

According to the obtained results that are displayed in the lower right of Figure 8, when 100% of 

the macro-cell's traffic was offloaded to ten femto-cells, the fairness indicators of the three 

scheduling algorithms fluctuated between 0.7 and 0.9 for all over the scenarios of different 

number of users. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper has provided a comparative study on three Channel-aware/QoS-aware scheduling 

algorithms over LTE-A HetNets layouts for video-applications. The comparison aimed to study 

the behaviour of the selected algorithms when offloading 50% of the Macro-cell's traffic to five 

femto-cells, 100% of the Macro-cell's traffic to five femto-cells, and 100% of the Macro-cell's 

traffic to ten femto-cells, and to compare it when the traffic offloading was not applied. In 

addition, there was a comparison among the scheduling algorithms over all the network-layouts. 

The evaluation process was based on simulating different scenarios by varying the number of 

users. The LTE-Sim-5 was used in the simulation process with the Carrier Aggregation 

modifications. The QoS performance evaluation was in terms of the QoS parameters, the system's 

average throughput, Packet Loss Rate (PLR), average packet delay, and fairness among users. 

Simulation results show that the system's average throughput had slight differences over all the 

four network-layouts. However, the highest system's maximum throughput was achieved when 

100% of the macro-cell's traffic was offloaded to five femto-cells. The PLR values varied 

significantly from network-layout to another. However, the best values were achieved when 

offloading 100% of the macro-cell's traffic to five femto-cells, especially when the Log-Rule was 

used, this is due to its performance stability in terms of maintaining the values of the PLR close to 

0.15 with increasing the number of users. The average packet delay dropped significantly after 

offloading the traffic to the femto-cells, the least delay was achieved when 100% of the macro-

cell's traffic was offloaded to ten femto-cells, the delay dropped to below 5 ms. The fairness 

indicators of the three scheduling algorithms showed a significant difference in their behaviour 

before and after the macro-cell's traffic was offloaded to the femto-cells. Their behaviour before 

applying the traffic offload, had a polynomial drop with increasing the number of users. However, 

their behaviour after applying the traffic offload, fluctuated in a linear way between a range of 

values of 0.7 and 0.9. 
 

APPENDIX A: LIST OF ACRONYMS  

 

3GPP         Third Generation Partnership Project 
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AMC         Adaptive Modulation and Coding 

AuC           Authentication Center  

CA             Carrier Aggregation  

CC             Component Carrier  

CQI           Channel Quality Indicator  

DCI           Downlink Control Information 

CoMP        Coordinated Multi-Point Transmission/Reception 

eNodeB     Evolved NodeB  

EPC           Evolved Packet Core  

Exp-Rule   Exponential Rule  

FDD          Frequency Division Duplex  

GBR          Guaranteed Bit Rate  

GPRS        General Packet Radio Service  

HOL          Head of Line  

HSS           Exponential Rule 

HetNets     Heterogeneous Networks 

LTE           Long Term Evolution  

LTE-A       LTE-Advanced  

Log-Rule   Logarithmic Rule  

LWDF       Largest Weighted Delay First  

MAC         Medium Access Control  

MCS         Modulation and Coding Scheme  

MLWDF   Modified Largest Weighted Delay First  

MME        Mobility Management Entity  

OFDM      Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

PCEF        Policy Control Enforcement Function  

PCRF        Policy Control and Charging Rules Function  

PDCCH    Physical Downlink Control Channel  

PDSCH    Physical Downlink Shared Channel  

PDCP       Packet Data Control Protocol  

PDNs       Packet Data Networks  

PF            Proportional Fairness  

PLR         Packet Loss Rate  

PUSCH   Physical Uplink Control Channel  

P-GW      PDN-Gateway  

QAM       Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 

QoS         Quality of Service  

QPSK      Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying  

R8/9        Release 8/9  

R10/11    Release 10/11  

RAN       Radio Access Network  

RB          Resource Block  

RLC        Radio Link Control  

RRC        Radio Resource Control  

RRH        Remote Radio Head 

S-GW      Serving Gateway  

SINR       Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio 

SIPTO      Selected IP Traffic Offload 

TFTs        Traffic Flow Templates  

TTI          Transmission Time Interval  

UE           User Equipment  

UMTS     Universal Mobile Telecommunication Systems  
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VoIP        Voice over IP  

Wi-Fi       wireless fidelity  

WiMAX  Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 
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